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The purpose of this department is lo give sufficient information about the subject matter of 
each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all 
books, articles, and other materials in the field. 
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fo crcwlertrtc~ /hc~proc~c~s.s. Materials should be sent to Dr. Albert C. Lewis, Bertrand Russell 
Editorial Project. McMaster University, Hamilton. Ontario LXS 4M2. Canada. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, aUtoabStraCtS, corrections, additions. and notices of 
publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic inform:&- 
tion. as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need volun- 
leers willing to cover one or more journals for this department. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing. entries are given abstract number3 which 
appear al the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first 
number indicates the volume. the second the issue number. and the third the sequential 
number within that issue. For example. the abstracts for Volume 12. Number I are num- 
bered: 12.1.1. 12.1.2. 12.1.3. etc. The abstract numbers of books are italicized. 
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there 
are abstracts by Victor Albis. Albert C. Lewis. Gregory H. Moore, and Garry J. Tee. 
AGRAWAL, M. B. LAL. 1983. Contribution of the Jaintictiryas to the development of mathematics and 
astronomy. Guniru-Bhciruti 5, 16-21. Summary, in Hindi. of a doctoral dissertation which aims to 
provide a comprehensive and critical survey of the JAINA school of INDIAN MATHEMATICS and 
astronomy (especially cosmography). (ACL) #12.3.1 
ALBERTUS MAGNUS. 1984. Albertus (Mugnu.s)’ Commenruur up Euclidc~s Elementen der Geomerrie. 
Nijmegen, Netherlands: Ingenium. 2 volumes. Paperbound f.25. P. M. J. E. Tummers provides a 
transcription and analysis of Book I of Albertus Magnus’ l3th-century commentary on Euclid’s Elr- 
merits based on the only extant manuscript. This is the first substantial commentary on EUCLID in the 
Latin Occident and contains an extensive philosophical introduction. Also included is a critical edition 
of the Latin version of Book I of the Commentary of ANARITIUS. which proves to have been a source 
for Albertus. Volume I contains a 300-page introduction, and critical and historical analysis. (ACL) 
ALEKSANDROV, P. S., et ul. 1981. ~ZABELLA BRIGOR’EVNA BASHMAKOVA. Mutemuriku v Shkole 73- 
74. [In Russian.] MR 83h:Ol064. (ACL) #12.3.3 
ALEXITS, G. 1980. The world of JANOS BOLYAI. Mutemufikui Lapok 28, l-9. [In Hungarian.] MR 
83h:OlO40. (ACL) #12.3.4 
ANONYMOUS. 1981. In memory of corresponding member of the USSR Academy of Sciences ANATOLII 
ILLARIONOVICH SHIRSHOV. Sibirskii Mutemuficheskii Zhurnul 22, 225-228. [In Russian.] MR 
83h:01089. (ACL) #12.3..5 
ANONYMOUS. 1981-1982. STANISLAW MAZUR: I January 1905-5 November 1981. Studiu Murhe- 
muticu 71, 223-226. MR 83h:Ol088. (ACL) #12.3.6 
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/,RB~LEDA, LUIS C. 1984. Sobre 10s fundamentos de la teoria de 10s espacios compactos. Lecturus 
~futemciricus (Bo,qotri) 4, 91-133. FRECHET, ALEXANDROV, and URYSOHN on the evolution of the 
rotionof COMPACTNESS inTOPOLOGY. #12.3.7 
~,ABBAGE, HENRY PREVOST, editor. 1983. Babbage’s c&dating engines, being u collection ofpupers 
r ?Iating 20 them: Their history, and construction. Los Angeles/San Francisco: Tomash Publishers. 
I xix + 361 pp. $55.00. In 1889 H. P. Babbage published this valuable collection of articles about 
I:harles Babbage’s calculating engines, written by CHARLES BABBAGE and others. This facsimile 
reprint has an introduction by Allan G. Bromley. and it includes some plates which had been omitted 
f am the 1889 edition. (GJT) #12.3.8 
J~ELHOSTE, BRUNO. 1985. Cuwhy 1789-1857. Un mathPmaticien Itigiiimisie un XIXe siPde. Paris: 
Ilelin. Paperbound. A wide-ranging account of A.-L. CAUCHY. his life and work. His mathematical 
\!ork is summarized and explained for a general audience. Numerous illustrations. Preface by Jean 
I)hombres. (ACL) #12.3.9 
I~RNDT, BRUCE C. 1985. Rumanujun’s notebooks. Part 1. New York/Berlin: Springer-Verlag. 357 pp. 
Illustrated. $54.00. The first of three volumes to be devoted to notebooks compiled by SRINIVASA 
I~AMANUJAN approximately 1903-1914. prior to his departure to England. The goal has been to prove 
r ach of Ramanujan’s theorems or refer to the literature for those already well known. A brief article by 
!i. Chandrasekhar gives the history of the frontispiece photograph of Ramanujan. made in 1919. (ACL) 
I~ERNOULLI, DANIEL. 1985. Esquisse d’une theorie nouvelle de mesure de sort. Cuhiers du SPminaire 
Ii’Histoire des Muthkmatiyues (Universite Pierre et Marie Curie) 6, 61-77. Translation from the Latin 
Iry Raoul Charreton of Bernoulli’s sketch of a new theory of a measure of destiny or fate (related to the 
inore modern term “lottery”). (ACL) #12.3.11 
I~ILLOUX, CLAUDINE. 1985. La “correspondence mathematique” de CAMILLE JORDAN dans les ar- 
1:hives de I’Ecole Polytechnique. HM 12, 80-81. (ACL) #12.3.12 
I~OGNAR, M., AND SZENTHE, J. 1977-1980. The mathematical work ~~HENRI P~INCARI?. MutematiXui 
~~upok 28, 269-286. [In Hungarian.] MR 83H:01065. (ACL) #12.3.13 
SRUINS, E. M. 1983. With roots towards Aryabhata’s m-value. Gaqilu-Bhriruri 5, l-7. On recon- 
itructing the method used by ARYABHATA to derive his value of rr of 3.1416. (ACL) #12.3.14 
IIAMPBELL, DOUGLAS M., and HIGGINS, JOHN C. 1984. Mathematic~s: People, problems. re.tnlt.7. 
Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth International. 3 volumes. Paperbound $37.75. Hardbound $53.95. A 
c,ollection of 99 previously published articles, each preceded by a short introduction by the editors. 
‘rhey are arranged in groups: historical sketches (Neugebauer and Cillings on Egyptian mathematics to 
iXeudonne on Bourbaki); some mathematical lives (including E. T. Bell on Newton, Richard Courant 
jut Gauss, S. L. Segal on Hasse. and Steve Heims and Marshall Stone on von Neumann); development 
i)f mathematics (views of von Neumann. R. L. Wilder. E. Bishop. and Hilbert are included); nature of 
tnathematics (includes articles by M. Kline, P. R. Halmos, and Bertrand Russell); real mathematics 
1 i.e.. actual topics in mathematics, such as E. C. Titchmarsh on r and e. J. Bronowski on chance, and 
lenbow and Goedicke on group theory); foundations and philosophy (includes L. Henkin on logicism. 
IonaId Knuth on mathematics and computer science, J. Dauben on C. S. Peirce. and Hofstadter on 
IZiodel’s theorem); computers (articles by Lord Bowden, Donald Knuth, Owen Gingerich. and Norbert 
wiener are included); mathematics in art and nature (Le Corbusier on architecture, Felix Browder on 
he relation to the sciences); counting, guessing, using (Herbert Simon on the size of things, William 
cruskal on statistics, Moliere, and Henry Adams); sociology and education (Elizabeth Fennema on 
iex-related differences in achievement, R. P. Boas on making mathematics intelligible, and Marvin 
Minsky on how to teach a robot). (ACL) #12.3.15 
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CAaREGA. JEAN-CLAUDE. 1981. ThPorie des corps. Paris: Hermann. xii + 257 pp. 84 F. (Actuali& 
Scientifiques et Indusirielles, 1402). Theory of FIELDS. GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS. MR 83i:O1007. 
(ACL) #12.3.16 
CAVEING. MAURICE, RASHED. R., and TATON. R. 1985. eloge. JEAN ITARD (1902-1979). HM 12, 1-5. 
(ACL) #12.3.17 
CAVEING. MAURICE. 1985. La tablette babylonienne A0 17264 du Muste du Louvre et a( probleme des 
six f&es. HM 12. 6-24. Analysis of a BABYLONIAN tablet containing a problem of dividing a trape- 
zium into six parts. (ACL) #12.3.18 
CHERNIKOV, S. N., ZAITSEV. D. 1.. AND SYSAK, YA. P. 1981. 0. Yu. SHMIDT and group theory. 
Ukrainskii Matematicheskii Zhurnai 33, 700-703. MR. 83h:01071_ (ACL) #12.3.19 
COSTABEL, PIERRE. 1984. L’introduction en France du calcul diffdrentiel et intCgral par Jean 1 Ber- 
noulli. Sciences et Techniques en Perspectiue (Universite de Nantesl 5, 19 I- 199. The introduction into 
FRANCE of the differential and integral CALCULUS by JEAN BERNOULLI (1667-1748). (ACL) #12.3.20 
DANILOVA, N. I. 1979. Problems of CRAMER and L’HUILLIER in the works of JACOB STEINER. [In 
Russian.] In Questions on the history of mathematical natural science, pp. 125-135. Kiev: Akademiya 
Nauk Ukrainskoi SSR, lnstitut Matematiki. M!? 83h:01032. (ACL) #I2.3.21 
DAWSON, JOHN W.. JR. 1985. Completing the GBdel-Zermelo correspondence. HM 12, 66-70. K. 
G~DEL. E. ZERMELO. (ACL) #1?.3.22 
DEAVOURS. C. A. 1980. The Black chamber: A column-la mCthode des bptons. Cryptologia 4, 240- 
247. ENIGMA, CRYPTOLOGY. MR 83h:Ol053. (ACL) #IT323 
DE CASTRO BRZEZICKI. A. 1979. Patricia Pefialver y Bachiller. [In Spanish]. Revisra Matemtitica 
Hispano-Americana 39,3-5, Obituary of P. PERALVER Y BACHILLER (1889-1979). one Of the founders 
of the SOCIEDAD MATEMATKO ESPANOLA in 1911. MR 83g:OiV47. (ACL) #12.3.24 
DIEUDONN~. JEAN. 1983. Louis Coulurat et les mathematique> de son epoque. In #/2.?.30. pp. 97- 
11 I. An introduction 10 the outstanding foundaiional problems and discoveries of LOUIS COUTLJKAT‘\ 
time and the formalist, intuitionist. and constructivist approaches to them. An account is given of the 
controversy between COUtUrdI and H. POINCAR~ in which BERTRAND KUSSEI.I. and his logicism is 
pictured as a negative influence on Couturat. (ACL) #12.3.25 
DIFUDONN~, JEAN. 1985. His/or,y oJ‘cr/g:c,hrcric~ georrretr’yc Au orc//iw c$tlre Iti.cfory 1717~1 clc~/op777c~~r/ o/‘ 
ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY. Monterey. Calif.: Wadsworth. xii + IX6 pp. Hardbound. Consists of a Iran&l- 
tion of Chapters I through VIII of Volume 1 of the 1974 edition of Core.\ t/r ~cG~n7i/~ic~ ~r/gcVwiqtrt~ and a 
revised Chapter IX by Jean Dieudonne. which covers recent results and open problems. Translated by 
Judith D. Sally. professor of Mathematics at Northwestern University. Includes an annotated bibliog- 
raphy of 253 items. (ACL) #12.3.26 
DOBROVOL’S’KII. V. 0. 1981. Vusifii Petrovich Ermukou. Moscow: “Nauka.” 89 pp. 0.30 I’. (Scien- 
tific-Biographic Series). V. P. ERMAKOV (1845-1922) was the first mathematician from Kiev named a 
correspondent of the Petersburg Academy of Sciences. HISTORY OF PF.DAC;OGY. (ACL) #l-1.3.27 
DUGAC. PIERRE. 1983. Louis Couturat et Georg Cantor. in #12.3..@). pp. 55-61. After a review of the 
reception of GEORG CANTOR‘S work in France up !o 1X9.5. the presentation of Cantor in LOUIS 
C~~TURAT’S /IC, I’icfirG 1n~7~h~~rrrcr~iytrc~ ( 18%) i% summarized and analyzed. (ACL) #/2.3.2X 
DUCAC. PIERRE. 1985. Bo/:trrr,,. Hcirw (‘1 /c //rc’o1?/7rc~ (/L’S vtr/rrrr.v i,ftc,rfrrt,l/il,ire.F. Pa!%: U niversile 
Pierre et Marie Curie. 70 pp. Mimeograph. Paperbound. Lecture noles on B. BOI.ZANO. E. HF.INF. and 
the INTERMEDIATE VAI.UE THEOREM. with examination questions. (ACLt #12.3.29 
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L’&OLE NORMALE SUP~RIEURE. 1983. L’oeuvre de Louis Coururut (186%1914) . . . de Leihniz ti 
Russe//. . . Paris: Presses de I’t?cole Normale Sup&ieure. 130 pp. Bibliography. Paperbound 55 F. 
Ten papers presented at a June 1977 colloquium in Paris devoted to the life and work of LOUIS 
COUTURAT. Papers by Pierre Dugdc, Mario Laserna. and Jean Dieudonne are abstracted separately. 
(ACL) #/2.3.30 
FENYO. ISTUAN. 1984. Leonardo da Vinci als Mathematiker. Sciences ef Techniques en Perspective 
(Universite de Nantes) 5, 164-190. LEONARDO DA VINCI’S mathematical papers are taken as represen- 
tations of Renaissance mathematics. They also indicate that, in spite of many mathematical errors. 
Leonardo was original and distinguished for his time. (ACL) #12.3.31 
FOLKERTS, MENSO. 1981. Zur Friihgeschichte der magischen Quadrate in Westeuropa. Sudh& Ar- 
chiv 65, 313-338. On the early history of MAGIC SQUARES in Western Europe. MR 83i:OlOl9. (ACL) 
#12.3.X 
FRASER, CRAIG. 1985. J. L. LAGRANGE’S changing approach to the foundations of the CALCULUS OF 
VARIATIONS. Archive for History of E.rcrcr Sciences 32, 151-191. One period studied begins with 
Lagrange’s earliest letters to Euler in the 1750s and ends with the publication in 1788 of the M&/r+ 
nique unulitiyrre. The other period centers on his turn-of-the-century didactic work on the calculus. 
(ACL) #12.3.33 
FUJIMOTO, YASUO. 1981. La datation et I’orientation de I’axe des eglises du Moyen Age en France. 
Memoirs of Faculty of Industrial Arts. Kyoto Technica/ University, Science und Technology 30, 8l- 
97. The dating and the orientation of the axis of medieval CHURCHES in France. MEDIEVAL ARCHITEC- 
TURE. MR 831:01020. (ACL) #12.3.34 
GERICKE, HELMUTH. 1984. M&em&k in Antike und Orient. Berlin/Heidelberg/New York/Tokyo: 
Springer. xii + 292 pp. Bibliography. Illustrated. DM 98.-. An introductory guide to the key problems 
of Greek mathematics, with particular emphasis on the development of the axiomatic-deductive 
method, and of Chinese, Indian, and Islamic mathematics. There is a 73-page bio-bibliographical 
section which forms a self-contained guide to the subject. (ACL) #12.3.35 
GIUCULESCIJ, A. The concepts of CYaERNETIcs. An historical outline. In Obdobleju: BetM*een AmpPre 
and Wiener, pp. 139-204. Bucharest: Ed. Acad. R. S. Romania. MR 83h:Ol055. (ACL) #12.3.36 
GOLDSTEIN, BERNARD R. 1985. Theory und ohservurion in ancient und medievul ustronomy. London: 
Variorum Reprints. 348 pp. Illustrated. Index. f32.00. (Collected Studies Series.) Photographic repro- 
ductions of 24 articles by Goldstein in history of ASTRONOMY published between 1964 and 1983. (ACL) 
GOW, JAMES. 1984. La escala decimal. Lecruras Matemdticus (Bo,qotci) 4, 135-154. The DECIMAL 
SCALE. NUMBER CONCEPT. Spanish translation of the first chapter of A short history of Greek marhe- 
matics, first published in 1884. (VA) #12.3.38 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, I. 1985. A Paris curiosity, 1814: Delambre’s obituary of Lagrange, and its 
“supplement.” In Marhematu, Festschriftfiir Helmuth Gericke, eds. Folkerts and Lindgren, pp. 493- 
510. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag. J. B. J. DELAMBRE. JOSEPH LOUIS LAGRANGE. (ACL) #12.3.39 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, 1. 1985. Introduction to The history of mathemutics: A collection of 208 muthe- 
mutical DISSERTATIONS published in SWEDEN during the 17th. 18th und 19th centuries. Dorking, 
England: C. C. Kohler Antiquarian Bookseller. (ACL) #12.3.40 
GRAY, JEREMY. 1981. Les trois supplCments au Memoire de Poincare. Ccrit en 1880. sur les fonctions 
fuchsiennes et les equations differentielles. Comptes Rendus Hehdomuduires des Sc’ance.~ de /‘Ac.ud- 
c’mie des Sciences, Vie AcudPmique 293 (no. 8-12, supp/.), X7-90. Description of three unpublished 
papers by H. POINCAR~ written in 1880 on FUCHSIAN FUNCTIONS and DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. MR 
83g:OlO27. (ACL) #12.3.41 
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GROSHOLZ, EMILY. 1984. Beyond first order predicate logic: The impact of topology on I.OC;IT. 
.scic17(~~s ?l Tec~hniyues (‘II Prr.vpc~c~/iuc, t Universite de Nantes) 5. 26-41 SFT-THEORF I’IC‘ ~rorol O(;Y 
(ACL) #12.3.42 
GUPTA, R. C. 1983. Decimal denominational terms in ancient and medieval INDIA. (;tryitrr-Ghcirtr/i 
5, X-15. NUMERATION. Cover5 topics: decuple terms in Vedic literature. decimal notational name5 in 
scientific works. and large numbers. t ACL) #12.3.43 
HAMADANI-ZADEH, JAVAD. 1985. A second-order interpolation scheme described in the Z&i jkhcini. 
HM 12, 56-59. NAsiR AL-DIN-AL-T&i (c. 1270) (ACL) #12.3.44 
HARDY. G. H. 1985. Hurdv. 1877-1947. L’Apologie d’rm mtr/hPmcrticien. Rarnanujun. rtn mcrthc~mtrti- 
cien indien. Bertrand Russell et le Co/&e de lu TrinitP. Paris: Belin. I92 pp. Illustrated. Paperbound. 
(Un savant. une tpoque. Collection dirigCe par Jean Dhombres.) French translations of three of 
Hardy’s works. “Apology of a mathematician” has been translated by Dominique Jullien and Serge 
Yoccoz and includes C. P. Snow’s foreword (here as a postface). Also included is Hardy’s account of 
RAMANUJAN’S life and most important work in number theory, and his 1942 sympathetic account of 
BERTRAND RUSSELL’S pacifism during the First World War and the resulting problems in Russell’s 
relationship with Trinity College. Cambridge. Notes. chronology. preface by J.-P. Kahane. and photo- 
graphs have been added for this French collection. (ACL) #l2.3.45 
HECHT. KONRAD. 1978. Zur Geometrie des St. Galler Klosterplanes. Ahhundlungen do- Brctrrnsch- 
we&i&en Wissenschuftkhen Gesellschufi 29, 57-96. On the geometry of the plan of the Cloister at 
ST. GALLEN. MR 83h:OlOl9. (ACL) #12.3.46 
HEINEKAMP, ALBERT. 1980. Kochariski als Leibnir-Korrespondent. Orgrr/~on 14,73-106. G. W. LEIB- 
NIZ. ADAM ADAMANDUS KOCHAI~SKI. MR 83h:Ol027. (ACL) #12.3.47 
HERMITE. CHARLES. 1985. Lettres de Charles Hermite a G(ista Mittag-Leffler (1884-1891). Cahiers drr 
SPminuire d’Histoire des MuthPmutiyues (Universite Pierre et Marie Curie) 6,79-217. Continues from 
Volume 5 the transcription. with notes, of letters to G. MITTAG-LEFFLER. (ACL) #12.3.48 
HINTON, CHARLES H. Specrrkrtions on the FOURTH DIMENSION. Selected ~~ritings. New York: Dover. 
xix + 204 pp. Paperbound $4.00. Edited and with an introduction hy Rudolf von B. Rucker. MR 
X3h:Ol 100. (ACL) #12.3.-/O 
HORSBURGH, E. M.. editor. 1982. HundhooX o$‘rhr NAPIER Tercentenary celehrcrtion. or. Mode,n 
instruments and methods qfcalculution. Los Angeles/San Francisco: Tomash Publishers. xxi + xvii + 
343 + xii pp. $42.00. Facsimile of the 1914 edition. with a detailed introduction by M. R. WILLIAMS. 
GJT) #/2.3.50 
HOWSON. GEOFFREY. 1984. Euclid: “A very English subject.” Sciences et Tec,hniyue.\ en Per.spettiur 
(Universite de Nantes) 5, 60-102. Considers “the way in which EUCLID attained its stranglehold on 
geometry teaching in ENGLAND and the position it held in the two ancient universities.” J. M. 
WILSON. (ACL) #12.3.51 
KING. DAVID, and KENNEDY. E. S. 1980. IBN AL-MAJDI’S tables for calculating ephemerides. Joroncrl 
of the Histop ofArclhic Science 4, 48-68. MR 83i:OlOl4. (ACL) #12.3.52 
KRUSKAL, WILLIAM, and MOSTELLER, FREDERICK. 1980. Representative SAMPLING. IV. The history 
of the concept in statistics. 1895-1939. InterncrtionuI Stutistic~uI Reuiebr. 48, 169-195. MR 83h:Ol057. 
(ACL) #12.3.53 
LASERNA, MARIO. 1983. Couturat et la conception kantienne de la gtometrie. In #/2.3.30 pp. 35-40. 
LOUIS COUTURAT and the Kantian conception of geometry. (ACL) #12.3.54 
LEWIS, ALBERT C. 1985. BERTRAND RUSSELL conference. HM 12. 74-78. (ACL) #12.3.55 
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LOWE, VICTOR. 1985. Alfred North Whiieheud: The man und l1i.7 work. Volume 1: 1861-1910. Balti- 
more/London: The Johns Hopkins Univ. Press. xi + 351 pp. Illustrated. $27.50. This first of a two- 
volume biography of ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD covers up to the end of his stay at CAMBRIDGE 
UNIVERSITY. Whitehead’s mathematical education, research, and teaching at Cambridge are given in 
the context of contemporary Cambridge mathematics. with special attention to his relationship with 
BERTRAND RUSSELL and their work on Principiu mo/hetnutic~u. (ACL) #1,7.3.56 
MAANEN, JAN A. VAN. 1985. Unknown manuscript material of CHRISTIAAN HUYGENS. HM 12,60-65. 
@CL) #11.3.57 
MACHALE, DESMOND. 1985. George Boo/e: His /ifi und \cwk. Dublin: Boole Press. xiii + 304 pp. 
Illustrated. $24.95. (Profiles of Genius Series . 2.) J. L. Synge. in his foreword. states that this 
biography of GEORGE BOOLE “attempts to reconstruct, with considerable success. an interesting 
personality who happened to be a mathematician. The mathematics are certainly there. but presented 
in a form which will not deter the reader from following the life of this remarkable man-and not only 
the man himself, but also his remarkable progeny.” (ACL) #l-7.3.58 
MALHERBE, MICHEL. 1984. Bacon, I’Encyclopedie et la R&olution. Sc~iences er Techniqrre.s en Per- 
spective (Universitt de Nantes) 5, l-25. The importance of FRANCIS BACON in 18th-century France 
and, in particular, the ENCYCLOP~DIE. (ACL) #13.3.59 
MANDELBKOJT. SZOLEM. 1985. Souvenirs ;I hitons rompuh. recueillis en 1970 et pr~par& par Benoit 
Mandelbrot. Cuhiers du SPminuire d’Hisroire de’s MofhL’t,latiyrre.s (UniversiG Pierre et Marie Curie) 6. 
I-30. Historical remembrances of Szolem Mandelbrojt (1899-1983) recorded in 1970 by his nephew. 
V. VOLTERRA. J. HADAMARD. BOURBAKI. (ACL) #12.3.60 
MATTHKUS, W.-G. 1980. Historischer Abriss der Entwicklung der Kollokationsmethode zur L(isung 
von Randwertaufgaben bei gewiihnlichen Differentialgleichungen. Mirfei/rrtt~etr der Mathc,tntrti.sc,/tc,tt 
Gesellschaji DDR No. 2-3. 5-47. Historical sketch of the development of the collocation method for 
the solution of boundary value problems for ordinary DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. MR 83h:Ol058. 
(ACL) #12.3.61 
MEDVEDEV, F. A. 1981. On the problem of COMPLETENESS in the theories of real numbers. Iln 
Russian.] Voprosy Istorii Esfestvoznaniyu i Tekhniki 1981 (I ). 106-107. On the 1872 papers of Heine. 
Cantor, Dedekind, Me’ray, and Kossak. MR 83g:O135. (ACL) #12.3.61 
MENCHOV, D.E . 1985. Impressions sur mon voyage $ Paris en 1927. Cuhiers dtt SPminuire d’Hi.stoire 
des MuthPmufiyttes (UniversitC Pierre et Marie Curie) 6,55-59. Memories of a research trip to Paris in 
1927. sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation. A translation of an interview with A. P. Youshkevitch 
made in 1980. (ACL) #12.3.63 
NETUKA. IVAN. and VESELY. JIRI. 1980. F. RIESZ and the mathematics of the 20th century. [In 
Czech. 1 Pokroky Mnfctntr/iky. Fy,-iky u As/ronomie 25, 128-13X. FUNCTIONAI. ANAL.YSIS. MR 
83g:OlO77. (ACL) # 12.3.64 
NEU. JOHN, editor. 1984. Isis critical BIBI.IOGRAPHY IYX4. lsis 75, Number 280. 2771 entries in history 
of science. classified by subject with index. Separate section for reviews of books. (ACL) #12.3.65 
NICHOL.AS OF CUSA. 1980. Uic, tntr/hc,ttrtr/i.sc~/~~,t? Sc~/rr(fic~tt. Hamburg: Felix Meiner. Iii + 270 pp. DM 
42.00. (Philosophische Bibliothek. 23). Second edition of the translation by Josepha Hofmann first 
published in 1952. MR 83h:OlO23. (ACL) #12.3.66 
@HRSTR@M. PETER. 1985. W. R. HAMILTON’S view ofalgebra as the science of pure time and his revision 
of this view. HM 12, 45-55. (ACL) #1?.3.67 
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